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By SANDRA GONZALEZ
The Pan American

On Nov. 8, thousands of Texas residents will make their ways to the polls
to cast vote on the latest battles in the
political arena. Among those is
Proposition 2, an amendment to the
Texas Constitution that would once and

Q "The most important
issue here is the sanctity of marriage between
a man and a woman.
Period."
Lylony Cazares/The Pan American
VOTE - Texas residents are casting their vote on Proposition 2, which would
create an amendment to the Texas constitution banning gay marriage.

- Hollis Rutledge,
Chairman of Hidalgo Co.
Republican Party

for all ban gay marriage in the state of
Texas.
Under the 2003 Defense of
Marriage Act, Texas already does not
recognize same-sex marriages and has
outlawed the issuing of a marriage
license to any same-sex couples. So,
since same-sex marriage is already illegal, some are asking what the purpose is
in having this proposition on the ballot.
According to Senator Juan “Chuy”
Hinojosa, the proposition is acting as
assurance for opponents of gay marriage.
“What is happening is that some of
the right-wing Republicans are concerned that a court will declare the
Defense of Marriage Act unconstitutional, because it is,” Hinojosa said.

“What they’ve done is try and make it
part of the constitution so it can not be
declared unconstitutional by the Texas
Supreme Court.”
According to Hinojosa, if the

Q "It is raw prejudice."
- Sen. Juan “Chuy” Hinojosa
amendment passes, there would still be
the option to take the issue to the U.S.
Supreme Court, but he would rather not
have that result.
“I’m 100 percent opposed to
Proposition 2,” Hinojosa said. “That is a
personal and private matter between two
human beings.”
No Nonsense in November, a

See PROPOSITION page 11

UTPA marketing committee releases brand image survey
By LUKE KOONG
The Pan American
“I find that UTPA has been a really
good choice for me. It took me a while
to realize it, but now that I do, I’m really happy I picked it.”
Sentiments like those expressed
above by Da Xie, sophomore undeclared
major, are the focus of the Marketing

Advisement Committee, charged by the
president with the task of forming a
clear brand image for the University of
Texas-Pan American.
To this end, working members are
requesting the participation of students,
faculty, staff and alumni in an online
survey released today, designed to gather required information to begin the
process of creating a new image.

The survey was developed by a
sub-group of the Marketing Advisement
Committee, whose members will analyze information to understand popular
conceptions.
Dr. William Thompson, marketing
professor, is a member of the group and
will help with the survey process. He
believes student opinions will be a very
good gauge of the direction the universi-

ty should follow.
“We want to see how people perceive us in terms of the school, whether
we’re modern, old-fashioned, challenging, or an easy place to get through,”
Thompson said. “We want to find out
how students perceive us, and how people who aren’t our students perceive us
and if they’re not consistent, we want to

Please help the Marketing
Advisement Committee
improve UTPA! Check
your UTPA e-mail today
for the survey link.

See MARKETING page 11

Habitat for Humanity builds dreams
By LYLONY CAZARES
The Pan American
PHARR - Juan Ramon and Irene
Santana are only a few months away
from their dream of owning a house,
after Bank of America volunteers from
across the country teamed with Habitat
for Humanity to help the family build
their home in the Casa Ingles
Subdivision.
“We live nearby, in Las Milpas near
281 and Siesta Road, in a smaller

house,” Irene Santana said. “We’ve got
four kids, and we made this house thinking of them. We’ve put in a lot of effort,
the best work, so that the house turns out
as pretty as possible.”
Habitat for Humanity is dedicated
to helping families build homes and pay
on affordable terms. According to Edyie
Crews, executive director for Rio
Grande Habitat for Humanity, the
organization helps arrange a mortgage
for the family with a non-profit, noninterest loan.

HOME FREE Juan Ramon
and Irene
Santana have
put in about 90
“sweat equity”
hours toward
the completion
of their new
home in Las
Milpas. The
couple and their
four children
will move in to
the house when
it’s finished
early in the
spring of 2006.

“Families can come in and apply
for a home. They are chosen based on
their current living accommodations,
their ability to pay off the loan and their
willingness to partner with us and be part
of building the home,” Crews said.
“They have to put in 300 hours of sweat
equity into the building of the home or
someone else’s house.”
The Santana family had already put
in 90 hours before over 100 Bank of
America volunteers a day arrived.

See HABITAT page 11

Claudette Gonzalez/The Pan American
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OPINIONS

The Cult of Personality
By DAVID RODRIGUEZ
The Pan American
About a year ago a
friend asked me a question
I simply could not wrap
my mind around. I knew
what each word meant
independently, but strung
together
they
made
absolutely no sense.
“Why aren’t you on my space?” It took me a
moment to realize he was not offering a poorly
worded rebuttal of Newtonian mechanics; he was
hitting on me. So I did what any straight man would
do. I moved closer to him on the couch. One thing
led to another and I found myself listening to my
friend awkwardly explain that I was a great guy and
all but he was talking about the now ubiquitous
Internet phenomenon MySpace.
For those of you fortunate to have eluded the
grasp of this electronic addiction, MySpace is a Web
site/webcommunity/webcult that lets you create a
profile of yourself. These profiles consist of pictures, short biographies about your favorite bands,
movies, and books, blogs, and a list of your friends
who also have profiles on MySpace. These friends
can be clicked on to view their profiles and subsequently their friends and so on and so on until its 3
in the morning and I’m reading about how some 39year-old woman just loves Georgia O’Keeffe, Betty
Friedan, and Carly Simon. (Her latest post is titled:
“You probably think this blog is about you.”)
When I first created my profile it was for novelty’s sake. I swear. I had one friend, who I should
mention again is not gay, and that was it for months.

Then another friend asked me about MySpace and
now, a year later, I have 15 friends. And it kills me
that I don’t have more.
The whole thing is such an obfuscation of real
social interaction. Misdirection and misinformation
reign supreme. People, naturally, post their most
flattering pictures. There are snapshots of guys
showing off their cars or abs, or both. Looking at
these pictures you’d think half the female population was afflicted with scoliosis. They all seem to be
most comfortable hunched over with the camera
chest-high.
A lot of the biographies are just as absurd.
Apparently every other guy is a stone-cold pimp and
every other girl is a tortured artist. A lot of these
people literally list at least 40 bands that are their
absolute favorite. I love music and my tastes are just
as sophisticatedly eclectic as the next guy’s but seriously, after my 25th favorite band, the rest are just
“pretty good” and probably don’t merit listing.
What’s going on is some kind of personality by
proxy. The sentiment seems to be, “I like this band,
this movie, and this book. So you can reasonably
assume I exhibit the characteristics most closely
associated with the counterculture they represent
and thus know me.”
Not to mention the blogs, most of which, at
best, are simply one-paragraph diary entries. “I was
so drunk last night….” “So-and-so is a skank…” It
is tabula rasa on parade; immaturity on display. And
what’s worse, it’s too brief. I mean, if you are going
to participate in what is essentially a masturbatory
celebration of yourself, then at least get down and
dirty. But for some reason most people are more
comfortable bearing it all for their camera-phone

rather than in a blog. Although in my case, that the
opposite is true is probably cause for a sigh of relief
for women…and my completely, totally, all-encompassingly heterosexual friend.
Yet my hypocrisy knows no bounds. I check
MySpace constantly. I have an artsy picture of just
my face. I send friend requests to people I have only
a tenuous connection to. God help me, I have a blog.
I can’t describe to you the sheer joy I get when I see
an e-mail alerting me to a new comment or message
or subscriber to my blog, or conversely, the tangible
rejection I feel when faced with an unrequited friend
request. There is a perverse, voyeuristic thrill when
I find someone who posts genuine, heartfelt, multiple-paragraph ruminations and reflections on their
life. I love finding someone with whom I can
empathize. What can I say? Introspection gets me
going. I get lost sifting through my friend’s friends.
I feel like I’ve just unearthed the Rosetta Stone
when I find someone from my high school and you
can rest assured they will have an e-mail alerting
them to my existence in the morning.
Someone a lot smarter than I, well a little bit
smarter, wrote that MySpace had made a collector
out of her. She said she was collecting people she
knew a long time ago and hadn’t known since. Truer
words were never posted. I find myself doing the
exact same thing. As much as I can honestly say that
the whole phenomenon seems to be rooted in a declaration of independence through pop-culture association, I am just as guilty. Let me also say, for the
record, this editorial is not a cheap ploy to inflate
my number of friends.
Please search davideric@gmail.com on
MySpace to send me a friend request. Please.
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Batter Up! English class focuses on baseball in literature
By FRANK CALVILLO
The Pan American
From learning about the history of
women writers, to studying the collected
woks of Ernest Hemingway, to exploring the Bible as literature, the array at
UTPA’s English department is overwhelming. And this fall, professor
Christopher Keller has introduced a new,
somewhat unconventional addition to
the group of eclectic studies called the
Literature of Baseball.
Keller, 33, who earned both a bachelor’s and master’s degree in English from
Kansas State University, as well as a Ph.
D. from the University of Florida, has a
longtime appreciation of the sport. After
teaching at the University of Hawaii,
Keller has held an assistant professor’s
position at UTPA for past two years.
Formatted the same way as most
other English courses, with group discussions and reading quizzes, the
Literature of Baseball class delves into

the examining the national pastime as
one of the many foundations of
American culture. The idea of heroes
and icons as well as gender and racial
studies are just a few of the motifs Keller
touches on in the class.
Some may wonder what possessed
Keller to teach such a class.
“A general love of baseball as well
as the desire to make aware the intellectual side of the game” proved to be the
motivations behind the course, he said.
After submitting a proposal for the
class to the curriculum committee and
garnering their approval along with support from the rest of the department,
Keller waited to see how the course
would resonate with students.
The question of what type of student
a class such as this would attract was up
in the air. However, Keller hoped that
anyone interested in baseball would
show up. At the first class meeting,
Keller found himself in front of an

assortment of students, with varying
degrees of baseball knowledge.
“With any class it’s mixed, but overall it’s nice to see people mix interests
inside and outside of the classroom,”
Keller said.
For senior Carmen Cardenas it was the
teacher that first attracted her to enroll.
“Dr. Keller gives more leeway to the
student,” she said. “He lets you go at
your own pace.”
Cardenas admits that before entering
the class her knowledge of baseball left
something to be desired.
“I didn’t know anything at all. I’d
never even seen a game!” she said.
Although excited at the prospect of
having Keller as an instructor once
again, Cardenas didn’t exactly see how
baseball and literature went together.
“I didn’t even know there were
books about baseball,” she recalled.
According to Keller, however, there is
more to literature than some may think.

“Literature is the study of human
behavior, activity and institutions.
When reading about themes such as
social issues, baseball fits in very well.”
Keller further points out that many
literary authors have, in the past, used
the sport of baseball as a device for
exploring a variety of social issues and
ideas. A prime example is Philip Roth’s
“The Great American Novel,” a highly
regarded piece of literature that Keller
uses in class.
However, not everyone is convinced that a class such as this is
worthwhile.
“I wouldn’t be interested in taking
a class such as this mainly because it
just doesn’t interest me,” says Christy
Flores, a senior. “This is Texas. We’re
a football state. If there’s ever a literature of football class, I’ll take it.”
Despite the skeptics, it is evident
to see just how much of an impression
Keller’s class is making.

“The class has made me realize
how important baseball was and is to
our culture in being a part of people’s
lives,” Cardenas says. “I think I’m
now willing to sit through a game or
at least an inning.”

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American
PLAY BALL - Christopher Keller, an
English professor, teaches a class on
baseball literature.

Trust in Internet research misplaced Registration changes
Databases offer good alternative
By JEANETTE FERRY
The Pan American

By NAOMI MISON
The Pan American
College students use computers to
download music, surf the net, and write
e-mails, but are they really able to navigate the Internet when it comes to conducting reliable research?

Students tend to erroneously think
that anything they find on the Internet is
credible enough to be used in a research
paper, for example.
A 2002 report from Pew Internet &
American Life found that more than 79
percent of college users thinks the

Joey Cortez/The Pan American
RESEARCHING - Isaias Mireles, a freshman computer science major, completes
a research project in the library, using both online and print sources.

Internet has a positive impact on their
academic careers. In the same study,
researchers found that more than 70 percent used the Internet more than the
library.
However, this trust in widespread use
of the Internet is not always advisable.
The Internet contains so much information that it is difficult to decipher what is
reliable and what is worthless, and some
critics say that electronic technology will
never be as credible as print.
However, students have an option
they may not be aware of.
The University of Texas-Pan
American library has provided databases
to students to alleviate confusion when
researching online. These databases are
pre-screened, which means the material
has been tested to see if it has a credible
source.
The problem is that many students
are unaware that the database exists or of
how to use it. According to Deirdre
McDonald, instructional service librarian at UTPA, this dilemma is easily
solved.
“If students don’t know how to
research the databases or the Internet in

See INTERNET page 12

Spring is coming, bringing with it
new life, blooming flowers and of
course, registration for the new semester.
But students expecting the sameold, same-old will be in for a surprise
when they start the process. For one,
the printed schedules usually found on
every newsstand on campus will no
longer be available.
“The tentative class schedule will
only be available in the online version,
which has expanded information,” said
Dean of Students Jerry Price of the new
registration procedures.
In the past students used the printed
schedule books to figure out what classes to take and then register. Now they are
going to have to make the transition to
the use of technology. Various faculty
and students have complained about the
books being eliminated, while an equal
number have applauded the move that
many universities around the country
have already made.
There is an upside to the transition. According to SGA, the paper
schedules cost $21,000 to print; converting to the Web will save the university time and money.
Aside from the fuss over schedules,
another difficulty facing students is new

restrictions placed on registration.
According to William Morris, from
the Office of the Registrar, “When students log-in to the registration portion of
ASSIST, they will be required to enter
the following: campus wide ID number
(CWID), Registration Access Code
(RAC) and Personal Identification
Number (PIN)”
This game of numbers can easily
pose a problem for students, but as with
the paper flap, some think the new registration procedures are a good thing.
“It wasn’t that hard for me because I
use those numbers on a regular basis,”
said Hector Aguirre, junior biology
major. “The additional numbers help
keep your information safe. Having
everything on the Web also makes things
more convenient for students with access
to the Internet.”
Some students are split on the
changes.
“When it comes to listing the teachers, ASSIST is usually better and has less
of them listed as ‘staff,’” said Linda
Gonzalez, senior interdisciplinary studies major. “But the printed schedule
allows you the see all the classes, and
you know if it’s on the schedule and not
on ASSIST you can still ask the teacher
to let you in.”

See REGISTRATION page 12
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UTPA student pursuing art,
law enforcement, family
By HILDA LORIA
The Pan American
Alex Coronado wears many hats. He
is an Army veteran, a businessman, a
father, a police officer and now an art
student. His many accolades are enough
to impress anyone - especially since he
is only 37.
At the University of Texas-Pan
American, Coronado doubles as a sophomore art major and campus police officer. This atypical combination of interests, art and law enforcement, have only
recently been a part of his life, and kept
him pursuing the life he wants for himself and his family.
Asked about his varied interests,
Coronado said “I get some strange comments sometimes, but I’ve made a lot of
friends. Actually, I’ve gotten closer to
some of my instructors because I’m part
of the university as a student and
employee.”
HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
Coronado grew up in Illinois and
moved to the Valley with his mother and
siblings when he was 14. He fondly
remembers “art wars” with his brothers,
which he described as them drawing
then tearing each others’ work apart.
In the early 1990s, Coronado served
in the U.S. Army for Operation Desert

Storm. The endeavor was short-lived
because he had entered the service near
the end of the operation. His limited time
there, however, was enough to make him
grateful to be home. As part of a 12-year
government contract, Coronado then
spent time as a mechanic in Rio Grande
City. A thirst for education eventually
led him to UTPA, where he obtained a
job with the police department and the
opportunity to pursue his education and
passion for art.
“I wanted some education on the college level,” Coronado said. “I work at
the academics part and the art is where I
want to be.”
As per the Hazelwood Act, which
rewards veterans with a free college education, Coronado is blessed with the
opportunity to pursue a degree without
the burden of cost.
ARTIST AND STUDENT
Coronado rediscovered his passion
for art in 1994 at the age of 26 when he
picked up a piece of limestone and a picture of an eagle and tried his hand at
sculpture.
“I said, ‘Hey, I can do this,’”
Coronado remembers. “So I tried and it
was the lousiest piece I have done.”
But that didn’t keep him from pursuing the endeavor.

“I just kept on going and haven’t
stopped since,” Coronado said. “Now, I
just sculpt away.”
Coronado invests his money in buying art equipment and also owns a small
business where the occasional sale or
project brings in commission.
For Coronado, a piece first begins as
an idea in his mind that he ponders and
configures. After a mental blueprint has
been drawn out, he then proceeds to
work on the piece.
The block he used for the piece
“Doves of Peace” had been with him for
six years. It wasn’t until a UTPA exhibit
called Artworks for Peace debuted that
Coronado finally became inspired to put
his idea into art. He worked on it every
day for two weeks and was rewarded
when he won Best of Show.
Other honors for Coronado include a
piece he did for the internationally celebrated Milestones for Peace exhibit in
2004. He sculpted a mother, father, and
child figure growing together in peace
and the work is currently traveling and
will eventually be set in Jerusalem.
His other artworks have been featured locally at UTPA, the Blue Onion
restaurant, and Art Awakenings. Most
involves sculpture and media, usually

See ARTIST page 12

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American
ARTISTIC - Alex Coronado, a sophomore art major and UTPA police officer,
assembles his latest metal sculpture at a studio in the UTPA Annex.

Possible McAllen horse track threatens Valley Race Park
By ANA LEY
The Pan American
The Rio Grande Valley may soon be
home to a horse racetrack if the Texas
Racing Commission accepts a proposal
by the LaMantia family, owner of L&F
Distributors.
The commission, which will accept
public comments during its decisionmaking period, has so far received feedback from political and business leaders
from all over the area.
However, one local leader, Diane
Whiteley, executive director of the Texas
Greyhound Association, believes a second racetrack in the area is bad news.
Whitley says that Valley Race Track
in Harlingen, a dog racing park, simply
has no way to compete against the proposed horse racetrack.
“You have to understand that this is
not like opening up a restaurant,” she
said. “People in this business have to
apply for licenses and make sure they
know what kind of impact a place has on
the area it’s in.”
According to Whiteley, greyhound
racing is the most regulated business in
Texas. Since gambling is involved,

tracks do not run under a free economy.
Its legal framework aims to protect people, animals (greyhound dogs), and the
establishment itself. It is necessary to
obtain a license when making any type
of decision, no matter how trivial it may
appear, she said.
Given that competition will be an
obvious issue for Valley Race Park if the
horse track opens, Whiteley does not
think it would be a fair fight between the
two, since regulations for greyhound
racing are far stricter than those for
horse racing.
The 1987 Texas Racing Act set standards for greyhound racing, stating that
racetracks can only be located in counties neighboring the Gulf of Mexico, and

added that only three racetracks may
exist in the state.
Currently, there are already three in
Texas, Gulf Greyhound Park, Corpus
Christi Greyhound Race Track, and Valley
Race Track. Whiteley said that if the horse
track were to take too much business away
from the Harlingen track, they would not
have the option of moving.
“There are fewer limitations for
horse tracks,” she said. “Right now, the
market’s moving into our backyard, and
they [the proposed horse track] can compete with us, but we can’t do the same.
The people we attract from McAllen will
have no incentive to drive 40 miles if
someone’s closer to them.”
As strongly as she feels about her case,

TOP SPEED - The LaMantia family, owners of L&F Distributors, have submitted
a proposal to open a horse racing track in the McAllen area.

she stressed that there is no animosity
between herself and the LaMantia family
or any of its supporters.
“We all work together for the betterment of racing. We understand their perspective, but since we feel this would not
be a fair competition, we are trying to
protect our investment,” she explained.
Those opposing the proposal, such as
Whiteley and most Harlingen Chamber
of Commerce officials, say that posing a
risk to the racetrack’s financial inflow
can be detrimental not only to the racetrack’s workers, but the city’s residents
as well.
They believe the track brings in large
amounts of money for the city, and that
the percentage it gives back in tax form
is also crucial to Harlingen’s economy.
However, Michelle Leftwich, interim assistant city manager, does not follow suit with her peers. She believes a
threat to Valley Race Park would not be
too hard on the city.
“While the track does bring in a lot of
money for us, it’s not a huge percentage,”
Leftwich said, adding that the erratic
nature of the business does not make it a
stable, vital source of income for the city.

“The seasonal ups and downs just make
[the income from the track] worth a little
gravy on the side for us,” she commented.
If the new track were to be built in
Hidalgo County, the change might initially be bad for the city, but Leftwich
described it as “no biggie.”
“Racetracks and lotto money don’t
fund cities,” agreed state Rep. Aaron
Pena, who wrote a letter of support for
the track to the Texas Racing
Commission.
While he stresses that he is staunchly
against gambling, he believes that if the
Valley Race Park in Harlingen is able to
carry out a gaming business, then the
LaMantia family should have the option
of doing so as well.
“It’s like having a lemonade stand in
one place and then another one wanting
to open up somewhere else, and arguing
that you can’t make enough money if
they do,” he reasoned.
Anyone can submit comments to the
Texas Racing Commission at any time.
However, those interested must be prepared to wait for a decision to be
reached. It could take months, or even
years for the commission to do so.
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Perry unveils new border security plan
By MARIA ALEJANDRA MAZARIEGOS and border security. In order to achieve this, the
The Pan American
state has given $3.7 million to support local
With more than 1,200 miles of border
shared with Mexico, Texas is at the center of an
important plan on how to best secure that border.
Border security is a multi-dimensional
problem that concerns the safety of Texans,
especially those living in border areas such as
the Valley
“Terrorists and other criminal organizations view the porous Texas-Mexico border as
an opportunity to import terror, illegal narcotics
and weapons of mass destruction,” said Texas
Gov. Rick Perry.
On Oct. 12, Perry announced a new comprehensive, far-reaching security plan for the
Texas-Mexico border region that is currently
being put to action.
This plan will increase law enforcement
presence in the region, provide new investigative tools, improve communications among law
enforcement officials, and hopefully make the
region a safer place.
“I offer this plan, not because it is the
state’s responsibility to control the federal border, but because the State of Texas cannot wait
for the federal government to implement needed
border security measures,” said Perry.
Perry’s Border Security Plan is designed to
support local law enforcement, reduce violence
along the border, as well as provide training for
the National Guard in response exercises.
With increased patrol presence and intelligence there would also be an increase in safety

groups of enforcement agencies; the priority
being the implementation of TDEx; which is a
statewide technology project that bridges gaps
in information sharing on criminals.
In addition to being a threat to national
security, an unsecured border threatens public
safety.

Q “Terrorists and other criminal organizations view the
porous Texas-Mexico border
as an opportunity to import
terror, illegal narcotics and
weapons of mass destruction,”
-Texas Gov. Rick Perry
Citizens living in border areas suffer the
daily consequences of violent border related
crimes. These acts often include torturing, kidnapping and murdering citizens on both sides of
the border. Nuevo Laredo has been particularly
hard hit by violence in the past year, as over 130
people have died in the war between drug cartels
and law enforcement authorities.
Illegal aliens from countries other than
Mexico, known as OTMs are flowing across the
Texas-Mexico border at frightening rates.
Thousands of people from Brazil and Honduras,
among other South and Latin Ameican countries, have been apprehended.

According to the U.S. Customs and Border
Patrol, more than 119,000 OTMs were detained
this year from January to July. The McAllen
Border Patrol sector, which includes
Brownsville, Harlingen and McAllen, reports
more than 47,600 OTMs apprehended so far this
year.
“OTMs of major concern are those from
countries with a well-known al-Qaeda presence,” said John Gutierrez, McAllen Border
Patrol agent, “These include Iraq, Iran,
Bangladesh, Indonesia and the tri-border region
in Latin America.”
The tri-border region is a focal point of
Islamic extremism and includes Brazil,
Argentina and Paraguay.
Another group causing trouble in the border sections is The Mara Salvatrucha, also
known as the MS-13 gang, founded in Los
Angeles in the 1980s by Salvadorians. The
group has an estimated 10,000 members in the
United States and another 50,000 throughout
Latin America.
“With the implementation of this new plan,
it is going help us do our jobs better,” said
Gutierrez.
Perry’s plan should help the Valley by making it a safer place, making sure border business
doesn’t suffer and that seasonal tourists such as
Spring Breakers and Winter Texans continue to
visit – and spend – in the area.
“We here in the RGV have not been having
as many problem at our borders as those in
Laredo. We are lucky,” said Gutierrez, “This
plan will only make the place better and safer, it
is a good thing for our area.”
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Strengthening
American Citizenship
By ERIKA GARCIA
The Pan American
On Oct. 4 the Strengthening American
Citizenship Act was introduced in the U.S.
Senate. Sen. Lamar Alexander, R-Tenn. introduced it with the support of Sen. John Cornyn, RTexas.
“Since I was elected to this body in 2002,
I’ve been working to ensure that American children learn American history and civics,”
Alexander wrote in a press release. “But there is
another group of Americans we must also reach:
new Americans.”
The act provides $500 grants to immigrants
who declare the intent to become citizens. The
grant money is to be used to enroll in English
courses. Support will also be offered to organizations that will teach American History and civics
to immigrants.
University of Texas-Pan American student,
Lester Cabrera, is a Canadian citizen of Philippine
decent. Although he already spoke English when
he moved to the Valley, he sees value in the provision supporting courses in US History and civics.
“That increases political involvement with
new US citizens, as opposed to becoming citizens
and not being involved in the political process,”
said Cabrera, a junior biology major. “Most of my
Philippino friends were not born in the US. It’s
kind of cool for my fellow Philippinos to become
naturalized and know what is going on.”
Robert Rueda, Baptist Student Ministries
director at UTPA, is seeking citizenship and is
happy to see there are legislators who “want people to be better citizens and are putting something
together so people can be better citizens.”
The bill has been referred to the committee
on the judiciary before it can be made into law.
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Tremendo debate sobre Proposición 2
Por SANDRA GONZALEZ
Traducido por SYLVIA LORENZEN
The Pan American
El 8 de Noviembre miles de residentes de
Texas irán a las urnas para votar sobre las últimas batallas en la arena política. Entre esas
batallas, la Proposición 2, una enmienda a la
Constitución de Texas que de una vez por todas
prohibirá el matrimonio entre homosexuales en
el estado de Texas.
Como parte de la Ley de Defensa del
Matrimonio de Texas del 2003, Texas no
reconoce matrimonios entre integrantes del
mismo sexo y prohibió la expedición de licencias de matrimonio entre parejas del mismo
sexo. Entonces, ya que el matrimonio entre
integrantes del mismo sexo es ilegal, algunos se
preguntan cuál es el propósito de incluir esta
proposición en la boleta.
De acuerdo al Senador Juan “Chuy”
Hinojosa, la proposición actúa como refuerzo
para los opositores de los matrimonios gay.
Lo que esta ocurriendo es que a algunos
republicanos de la derecha les preocupa que
alguna corte declare inconstitucional [La Ley
de Defensa del Matrimonio] ya que lo es”, dijo
Hinojosa. “Lo que han hecho es tratar de que
ésta sea parte de la constitución para que no sea
declarada inconstitucional por la Suprema
Corte de Texas”.
De acuerdo a Hinojosa, si la enmienda pasa,
entonces todavía quedaría la opción de llevar el
asunto a la Suprema Corte de los Estados
Unidos, pero él prefiere que no resulte en esto.
“Estoy cien por ciento en oposición a la
Proposición 2”, declaró Hinojosa. “Eso es un
asunto personal y privado entre dos seres
humanos”.
No Nonsense in November, un grupo cuyo
objetivo es reunir votos para votar “no” a la
Proposición 2, tiene sus ideas propias sobre el
propósito de la altamente debatida, pero malen-

tendida proposición.
“Es muy redundante y …mucha gente esta
bajo la impresión que es para legalizar matrimonios del mismo sexo” explicó Giovanna De
León, Coordinadora de No Nonsense in
November.
De León dijo que al contrario. La proposición no legalizaría nada. De hecho, prohibiría
mucho más de lo que la gente cree.
Si vemos la redacción donde dice que el
estado no reconocerá nada “idéntico o similar al
matrimonio”, esto podría afectar, los concubinatos, uniones civiles, socios domésticos”, dijo
De León, estudiante de comunicación de la
Universidad de Texas Panamerican. “Por lo
tanto, cualquier documento legal que tenga
cualquiera de esos grupos, no importa en qué
tipo de relación encaje, tales documentos ya no
se reconocerán”.
En resumen, De León dice que el tema es

Q “Estoy cien por ciento en
oposición a la Proposición.
Eso es un asunto personal y
privado entre dos seres
humanos”.
-Senador. Juan “Chuy” Hinojosa
sobre qué tanto el gobierno se debe involucrar
en los aspectos personales de la vida de los ciudadanos.
“Es sobre el gobierno inmiscuyéndose dentro de la vida personal, el gobierno diciendo a
la gente sobre a quién y a quiénes no pueden
incluir en sus testamentos, a quiénes pueden y a
quienes no pueden nombrar apoderados para
que tomen decisiones médicas por ellos”,
declaró De León. “Algunas personas no entienden eso. No conocen esa parte”.

De acuerdo a Hollis Rutedge, presidente del
Partido Republicano en el Contado de Hidalgo,
la redacción de la Proposición fue abierta al
debate desde hace tiempo.
“Tuvieron la oportunidad de debatirla antes
que sus legisladores; el legislador tomó una
decisión”, dijo Rutledge. “Esta es la redacción
y puesta en una de las proposiciones para que la
gente de Texas tome una decisión”.
Rutledge agregó que el debate sobre los
efectos de la enmienda sobre otras uniones,
tales como concubinatos, no debería ser tema
de discusión.
“Según mi forma de pensar, creo que esto no
es asunto relevante con el tema más importante”, expresó Rutledge. “Aquí lo primordial
es la santidad del matrimonio entre un hombre
y una mujer. Punto”.
Esta “santidad” es motivo de otro complejo
debate. Muchos proponentes de esta enmienda
dicen que creen en la preservación del matrimonio tradicional heterosexual por una razón
específica.
“Estoy en contra de matrimonios gay porque
es contra mi religión”, declara Chris Morales,
un estudiante de ingeniería mecánica. “El punto
de vista del catolicismo es que Dios nos hizo de
la forma que somos por ciertas razones”.
Rutledge agrega que en su opinión los matrimonios tradicionales deberían ser reforzados
por el gobierno.
“Necesitamos preservar la santidad de un
hombre y una mujer y creo que esto precisamente necesita ser definido por el legislador”,
agregó Rutledge. “Esto no fue inventado por
ningún grupo”.
Sin embargo, De León comenta esto fue
creado por un grupo – una coalición entre el
gobernador y grupos religiosos en Texas.
“Cuando tienes al gobernador de Texas llevando a cabo reuniones a puerta cerrada con
iglesias justo antes que esto haya iniciado,
despierta suspicacias”, agrega De León. “¿En

dónde esta la división entre Iglesia y Estado?”.
Hinojosa declaró que el tema del matrimonio entre individuos del mismo sexo por sí
mismo podría no ser el único motivo para que
los legisladores apoyen la enmienda. Algunos
pudieran prestar su apoyo como una apuesta
para la re-elección.
“La gente esta haciendo esto solo por reelegirse”, dijo Hinojosa. “Estoy muy desilusionado por el hecho de que algunos oficiales públicos están poniendo al partido en primer lugar; a
nuestro país, en segundo”.
Otro grupo que apoya la Proposición 2 es la
rama en Texas de American White Knights del
KKK. El 5 de noviembre llevarán a cabo un
evento descrito por miembros como “Reunión
Pro-Valores Familiares” en Austin. Sin embargo, el sitio del grupo en la Red lo anuncia como
un “apoyo de matrimonios anti-homosexuales”.
Este hecho le parece inquietante a De León.
“Quién hubiera pensado que el KKK y la
Iglesia, no estoy diciendo que se hayan aliado,
pero estan del mismo lado” dijo De León. “Te
lleva a preguntarte “Dios mío, ¿de qué se trata
realmente esta enmienda?”.
Hinojosa cree que para entender de qué se
trata la enmienda, tan solo tenemos que ver la
historia.
En el pasado, discriminábamos a las mujeres
porque eran mujeres, a los negros porque eran
negros, a los hispanos porque su piel era café, a
los judíos porque eran judíos, y ahora contra
otro grupo de seres humanos por su orientación
sexual”, Declaró Hinojosa. “Esto es prejuicio al
desnudo”.
Rutledge, sin embargo, dice que al final, la
decisión es de la gente.
“A la legislatura obviamente le parece
factible asegurarse que prevalezca la voluntad
de la gente poniéndolo a votación”, dijo
Rutledge. “Entonces pienso que es saludable el
hecho que la legislatura estatal… ponga esta
proposición específica a votación”.

Nuevo plan de seguridad para la frontera
Por MARIA ALEJANDRA MAZARIEGOS jara la región como un lugar mucho mas seguro.
“Yo ofrezco este plan, no por q sea la responsTraducido por MERCEDES CANTU
The Pan American
abilidad del estado el control de la frontera federCon más de 1,200 millas de frontera compartida con México, Texas es el centro de uno de los
planes mas importantes para la mejora de la
seguridad fronteriza.
La seguridad de la frontera es un problema
multidimensional que incumbe el bienestar de los
residentes de Texas, especialmente aquellos que
viven en las áreas fronterizas tales como el Valle.
“Terroristas y otras organizaciones criminales
ven a la porosa frontera de Texas-México como
una oportunidad para importar terror, narcóticos
ilegales y armas de destrucción masiva”, expreso
el Gobernador Rick Perry.
El 12 de Octubre, Perry anuncio un nuevo plan
de seguridad para la frontera de Texas-México; un
plan comprehensivo y de gran escala, que ya esta
siendo ejercitado.
Este plan incrementara la presencia de la ley y
su fuerza en la región, proveerá nuevas herramientas de investigación, optimizara la comunicación
entre los agentes fronterizos y con esperanza for-

al, sino por que el Estado de Texas no puede
esperar a que el gobierno federal implemente las
medidas necesarias para la seguridad fronteriza”,
señalo Perry.
El plan de seguridad fronterizo de Perry fue
diseñado para apoyar la fuerza de la ley local,
reducir la violencia a lo largo de la frontera, así
como también proveerá entrenamiento para la
Guardia Nacional por medio de ejercicios.
Con un aumento en la presencia de las patrullas y grupos de inteligencia, también habrá mayor
bienestar y seguridad en la frontera. Para poder
lograr esto, el estado ha proporcionado $3.7 millones de dólares para el soporte de grupos locales
de agencias que hacen cumplir la ley; con la prioridad de la implementación del TDEx; el cual es un
proyecto de tecnología estatal que enlaza información compartida acerca de criminales.
Aparte de ser una amenaza para la seguridad
nacional, una frontera insegura es un peligro para
la seguridad pública.
Ciudadanos que viven en áreas fronterizas,

sufren las consecuencias diarias de la violencia
relacionada con crímenes que se dan en el área
fronteriza. Estos incluyen torturas, secuestros, y
asesinatos en ambas partes de la frontera. Nuevo
Laredo ha sido particularmente, victima de esta
violencia en el ultimo año, mas de 130 personas
han muerto en la guerra que ocurre entre los carteles de drogas y autoridades de la ley.
Extranjeros ilegales de otros países distintos a
México, conocidos como OTMs cruzan la frontera
de Texas-México en cifras aterradoras. Miles de
personas de Brasil y Honduras, junto con otros
países Latinoamericanos han sido aprehendidas.
De acuerdo al U.S. Custums and Border
Patrol, más de 119,000 OTMs han sido detenidos
durante el periodo de Enero-Julio de este año. La
patrulla fronteriza del sector de McAllen; el cual
incluye Brownsville, Harlingen y McAllen, reportan más de 47,000 OTMs aprehendidos de lo que
va del año.
“OTMs de mayor preocupación son aquellos
de conocida al-Qaeda”, sustenta John Gutiérrez;
agente de la patrulla fronteriza de McAllen.
“Estos incluyen Irak, Irán, Bangla Desh, indonesia
y la región tri-frontera latinoamericana”.

La región tri-frontera comprende un punto
islámico de extremismo, que incluye Brasil,
Argentina y Paraguay.
Otro grupo causante de problemas en la zona
fronteriza es el Mara Salvatrucha, también conocido como la banda MS-13, fundada en Los Ángeles en el ano de 1980 por salvadoreños. El grupo
tiene un estimado de 10,000 miembros en los
Estados Unidos y otros 50,000 adentro de
Latinoamérica.
“La implementación de este nuevo plan, nos
ayudara a realizar mejor nuestro trabajo”, exclama
Gutiérrez.
El plan de Perry ayudara a que el Valle sea un
lugar más seguro, asimismo asegurándose de que
los negocios fronterizos no sufran y que los turistas de temporadas tales como Spring Breakers y
de invierno continúen visitándonos – y gastando en el área.
“Nosotros, aquí en Rio Grande Valley, no
hemos tenido tantos problemas en nuestras fronteras como aquellos en Laredo; tenemos suerte”,
dice Gutiérrez. “Este plan nos ayudara a que nuestro territorio sea mas seguro, algo muy bueno
para nuestra región”.
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Revived club promotes Hispanic culture

By CLARALEXIS RIOS
The Pan American
Juventud Hispana is making a comeback to The
University of Texas-Pan American. Currently, the
club has 35 members whose passion is to promote
Hispanic culture through community service and
activities.
Elia Torres, freshman pre-law major and president of the group, explained how this organization
was started up again at UTPA.
“Seven years ago, Juventud Hispana was a very
big organization with 200 members listed,” she said.
“Aldo Martinez and some other friends came up with
the idea of opening the club again. They thought it
would be fun and educational for Hispanic people like
us, and he asked me if I wanted to join.”
Juventud Hispana, formerly known as El Club
Cultural de Español, was organized at Pan American
University in 1976 by a group of students who wanted to start a club that promoted Hispanic culture and
the development of the Spanish language.
This club participated in the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin, where it sponsored a booth to sell
Mexican food. It also conducted fund-raising projects
on campus such as a radio alarm raffle, a calculator
raffle, bake sales and a tamale sale.
El Club Cultural de Español highlighted each

year with a trip to various Mexican cities to focus on
the culture and history of Mexico. They traveled to
Guadalajara, Acapulco and Mexico City.
Despite the success of the club, it disintegrated
in 1998 because the officers were simply not interested anymore. It has been inactive until now.
But on Sept. 29 the club began once again to
make a name for itself by sponsoring Angel’s Fun
Jewelry Foundation along with another active campus
club.
El Círculo provides support for writers and
poets of all genres in the Spanish language. The members took shifts selling jewelry at the Communication
Arts and Sciences Building lobby area.
Angel’s Fun Jewelry Foundation was created
and founded by Angel Quintanilla in April. He is an
eight-year-old second-grade student at Rayburn elementary in McAllen.
Angel’s father, Cesar Eddie Quintanilla, a health
education coordinator, described Angel’s role in the
Fun Jewelry Foundation.
“Angel created and founded this business; he
designs most of the jewelry and decides whom to
donate part of his profits to,” he said. “Angel was born
with cerebral palsy, and has purchased some of his
therapy equipment with his profits.”
Sophomore Spanish major Karla Garcia

explained how she participated in this event.
C-Posse, a group of horse riders whose name comes
“First, I called all of my friends and told them that from their horseshoe logo. They provided horse and
Juventud Hispana was going to be helping the kids with hay rides as a way of therapy for disabled children.
disabilities by selling jewelry in the COAS,” she said.
“Big Dreams Foundation is a new founda“I told them that it would be
tion created by parents and
very nice on their part if they
therapists who want to build a
would cooperate with this
park for children with special
cause. Then, I spent two and a
needs in the RGV,” said
half hours helping out Angel
Quintanilla.
and his mother by selling jewel“As a foundation, we
ry and asking people that would
also want to educate the compass by to help Angel’s Fun
munity to be aware of the
Jewelry Foundation.”
needs of the population and to
Aldo Martinez, freshman
comply with American
engineering major and club secDisabilities Association laws.
-Elia Torres, club president
retary, explained why they help
We also want to build a comAngel and how he is important to Juventud Hispana.
munity center where these children can have summer
“We are helping Angel for a noble cause, and we programs or after school programs where they can
are doing this also with El Círculo,” he said. “Helping learn arts and crafts.”
others for Juventud Hispana is very important because
Miguel Cruz, a senior criminal justice major,
sharing culture and values does not mean only talking gave his reason why he joined this organization.
about history, it also means sharing traditions and
“I wanted to find out how it was going to work,
showing that los hispanos tambien se dan la mano and I liked it because it is going to help people and
(Hispanics also lend a hand).”
promote culture,” he said.
On Oct. 15, the club helped the Big Dreams
For more information about Juventud Hispana,
Foundation, one of the causes that Angel chose to contact the organization at:
help. This event was held in Weslaco and featured the juventud_hispana@yahoo.com.

Q “Seven years ago,
Juventud Hispana was a
very big organization with
200 members listed...They
thought it would be fun
and educational for
Hispanic people like us.”

New dance group “hipnotizes” campus
By NAOMI MISON
The Pan American
The new hip-hop dance group, Hipnotic, has
been creating quite a buzz around campus lately.
Since its official conception in September, students
have been wondering what the first such group at
The University of Texas - Pan American has to
offer. Laura Rodriguez, freshman nursing student,
is anticipating Hipnotic’s upcoming performances.
“I want to see what dance moves Hipnotic has
come up with. It needs to be a mixture of moves
from what is seen on TV and how people dance in
the clubs. In hip-hop, it is important to let your
body move to the beat,” she said.
What makes Hipnotic stand out from other
UTPA dance groups of the past is that there are no
tryouts. Everyone is welcome to join, but if you do
not practice, you do not participate. Some members
of Hipnotic have been trained since childhood,
whereas others have no professional tutelage.
Despite that, members cooperate and have a hand
in the choreograph. The president is responsible for
teaching.
President Dee Ramos, sophomore communication major, has had a large part in the success of
this innovative group. She has been dancing in talent shows, plus jazz and drill teams since she was
young. Ramos officiates at group meetings, creates
dance moves, and coaches other members on their
individual performances. When asked why creating

this group was important, Ramos had much to say.
“This hip-hop dance group was created to
give the student body and faculty an opportunity to
express themselves through the music that is popular at the moment,” Ramos said. “Anybody can do
it. If you love to dance, but don’t know how, we
will teach you. Not everyone is going to be perfectly in sync, because each member incorporates their
own individual style into the performance.”
Hipnotic is also set apart from its predecessors
because this group will not be solely involved in
dancing at school sporting events. A provision in its
constitution says that the group will participate in
as many community events as possible. Hipnotic’s
first contribution to the community will be collecting donations for the annual Rio Grande Valley
Food Drive. There are still plans to get involved
with school events, but the details are being worked
out with Athletic Director Scott Street.
Hipnotic became an officially recognized
group by the second week of this semester, and
took off from there. Ney Sandoval, who serves as
the historian officer is responsible for recruiting
members and keeping all records of the organization.
“Hipnotic raised awareness during the recruitment fair at the Quad. We were passing out flyers,
and trying to get people to join,” said Sandoval, a
sophomore music major. “What makes this team
unique is that there is more freestyle in the dance. It

is about adding your own interpretation and personal style to the dance moves,”
Since it’s an official UTPA organization,
Hipnotic needed an adviser to assist the officers and
members of the group with their mission statement,
among other things. Luckily, Dr. Petra Guerra of
the communication department thought that this
was an important cause and stepped up to the challenge.
“Hip-hop is an area of high interest right
now,” Guerra said. “Regardless of what opinions or
stereotypes exist about it, it is a cultural activity.
Unfortunately, some generations refuse to accept
this style of music and dance, but it is important to
embrace what the students are interested in.”
Hipnotic’s first performance was at Midnight
Madness last month to officially kick off the UTPA
basketball season. There are mixed reviews among
students.
Eliza Martinez, a sophomore bilingual education major, was a spectator at Midnight Madness.
“For Hipnotic’s first time performing, they
did an awesome job. I liked the way they were
organized, and the dance moves,” Martinez said.
Rigo Saenz, a junior in mechanical engineering, also witnessed Hipnotic’s first official performance.
“The mixture of guys and girls performing
could only be described as interesting,” he said. “I
liked that they were a new group and the soldier

theme of their performance. Hipnotic did an alright
job. I liked the moves.”
Keep your eyes and ears open to see when the
next Hipnotic performance will be.

Melissa Martinez/The Pan American
HIPNOTIZING ALL PASSERS BY - Members of
the Hipnotic dance team practice their routine
outside of Bronc Village.
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The Day of the Dead in the Valley
By JEANETTE FERRY-GOMEZ
The Pan American
Situated near the U.S.-Mexico border, Valley residents are exposed
on a daily basis to multiple cultures. That means getting to enjoy more
different holidays than the rest of the student population in America.
Dia de Los Muertos is one of them. Even though the holiday did

Dia de los

like about this cultural tradition. To some it may seem ghoulish or unnatural, but Dia De Los Muertos is more about honoring life.
“The Dia De Los Muertos is as much about the living as it is about
the dead, since it is incumbent upon the living to remember the dead, to
remember the ancestors, and to see how all of us will one day share in
the fellowship of the dead,” said Hinojosa.
The center of the event is the altars, which are constructed and decorated to honor the lives of deceased loved ones and call their souls back
to earth. Some families begin saving months in advance for their altars
and they can become quite elaborate. Many people have ofrendas, or
home altars, to honor their ancestors.
Traditional Mexican ofrendas sometimes have materials representing the four elements, earth, air, fire and water. Earth is represented by
food placed at the altar; air is symbolized by the papel picados - elaborate paper cutouts that flutter on the breeze; fire is present in the scented
candles that decorate the altar; and water is often left in a bowl.
“It’s a holiday that has been celebrated for thousands of years, in
both Spanish and native American traditions. Most Mexican culture is a
blend of native and Spanish culture,” said Juanita Garza, a history professor at UTPA. “It’s scary for people not used to the celebration, but it
just means we’re all going to die and end up in the same place.”
In constructing an altar it’s best to keep the honored person in
mind.
What foods did he like? What was his favorite color? What did he
enjoy doing? These are some questions to ask in figuring out what items
to place on the altar. Pictures and personal objects are always an excellent choice. Other items that can be left at the altar can include a bowl of
water, soap and a towel so the spirits of the dead can refresh themselves

Melissa Martinez/The Pan American

Muertos
Artwork by Edward Laredo
Pictures by Melissa Martinez

not originate in America, it is
celebrated widely throughout the area by families with a dual heritage.
The holiday dates back to the time of the Aztecs. In Aztec mythology the
dead passed on to Mctlan - the land of the dead - but during a month of
festivities these spirits were allowed to return. The celebration took
place at the beginning of August, the ninth month of the Aztec calendar,
and ceremonies were carried out in the name of Mictecacihuatl, the goddess of death who is seen today as La Muerte, or “Lady of the Dead.”
Servando Z. Hinojosa, a sociology professor at The University of
Texas - Pan American, further explained the significance of the Day of
the Dead.
“Dia de Los Muertos speaks to a time in New World and Old
World history when people saw themselves as part of a continuum of life
and death,” he said. “Their connection with those who had died was simply a part of their ongoing connection with family.”
“I think a mummy from Guanajuato, Mexico, said it best through
a sign that read, ‘Como te ves me veia, como me ves te veras’ (As you
appear, so I once appeared; as I appear, so will you).”
When the Spanish conquistadores made landfall in Mexico early in
the 16th century, they witnessed Aztec rituals and condemned them as
barbaric and sacrilegious. They then Christianized the ritual by moving
it to All Saints’ and All Souls’ Day, Nov.1-2.
Those two days are now celebrated in Mexico as the days on which
souls of the dead can come and commune with their loved ones.
Nov. 1 is usually set aside to honor los angelitos, the souls of
departed children while the lives of adults are celebrated the following
day. On Nov. 2 priests go to cemeteries to bless graves. People wait by
the graves of loved ones from dawn until midnight, the time which the
dead are believed to come and commune with the living.
Today it is celebrated in Spain but in a more private way, with the
celebration limited to private home altars. In Mexico people celebrate in
a much more public way, with parades and processions. It is also celebrated in America by those who have maintained the tradition for generations.
Contrary to popular belief, there is nothing sacrilegious or occult-

South Texas History in Edinburg. “The significance of the altar gives us
the opportunity to celebrate our past ancestry and history and to connect
with others in our community in a meaningful way.”
Like most Mexican folk traditions, food is a very important part of
Dia De Los Muertos. Salt is used so the body of the person won’t decay
before it has a chance to return back to the other side, while seeds represent new life. Food is placed on the altar to refresh the soul of the one
being honored. What is important to remember is the food or drink
should be what the person loved most in life. Cultural anthropologist
Linda McAllister once saw a Circle K Big Gulp as a vital offering.
“If someone liked a shot of whiskey then it can be part of the altar,”
said Garza.
Some traditional foods are pan de muerto or bread of the dead, and
mole, a thick sauce make from chilé, herbs and spices.
The Museum of South Texas History hosted its celebration
Sunday, Oct. 23 and has done so since 1990; in the last few years it has
become a more elaborate event. Last year nearly 700 people filtered
through the museum’s doors to take part in the celebration.
Children’s activities included making paper flowers, skeleton,
hand puppets and sugar skulls, the traditional calaveras de azucar
placed as an offering to the dead.
Ed Barrett, owner of Digital Video Services in Donna, presented
extensive video coverage of Dia de Los Muertos traditions in Mexico.
Actor and director Pedro Garcia presented a theatrical children’s
play entitled “The Life and times of Juanito Gonzalez.” It tells the story
of Juanito, who lived to be 100 years old, how he lived his life to the
fullest and how he died without regret. It introduces Dia De Los Muertos
traditions to children and encourages them to stay in school, and as
Pedro Garcia put it, “reading and writing and paying attention to their
teachers.”
Traditional foods like tamales de dulce, calaveras de azúcar, and
chocolate were sold in the lobby while folkloric dancers and the
“Dancing Fridas” performed for a packed crowd.
The crowning event of the day was the altar exhibit located in the
Old Jail, which used to be the entire museum before it expanded.
One UTPA student built an altar for her dog.
“SugarBear was with me for 16 years, and he was like a part of the
family,” said Jennifer Barrientes, a UTPA English major. “It seemed natural to make an altar to honor his memory. He was a great dog.”

Melissa Martinez/The Pan American

after their long journey from the other side. Mirrors are also important
so the dead loved one can see himself in the glass and know that he has
come to the right house.
Senior psychology major Cynthia Anguiano talked about her first
experience with Day of the Dead as a child in Mexico.
“I heard my grandmother mention something about going to visit
my grandfather who had died. We visited his grave and that’s where she
made the altar,” said Anguiano. “The first altar I made was for my
boyfriend’s grandmother. It means a lot because it’s for the remembrance of relatives and remembering how much you love them.”
The scent of copal and marigolds is used to adorn the altars, as
these are the smells that are thought to lure the souls of the dead back to
their families.
“The creation of the altar brings families and friends together to
reminisce about a loved one which brings back memories and helps celebrate the individuality of that person in such a personal way,” said
Melissa Tijerina, coordinator of Dia De Los Muertos at the Museum of

Melissa Martinez/The Pan American
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New album from hodgepodge troupe of indie rockers
By BRIAN CARR
The Pan American
Broken Social Scene was not crafted for commercial success.
Boasting a 17-person rotating roster, the
Toronto-ambient rockers have been tethered by
their own weight. And though the 2002 release
“You Forgot it in People” did enjoy critical acclaim,
earning them a fair amount of air-play on college
radio and MTV2, the band is more than likely fated
to live just beneath the mainstream surface.
With their latest endeavor, a self-titled fulllength release earlier this month by Arts and Crafts,
Broken Social Scene has picked up on the fragmented musical pieces which make them the best
big-garage band of all times.
Ping-ponging from raucous to radically subdued, front-man Kevin Drew conducts his hodgepodge troop of indie rockers in movements through
the 14-track audio epic, exploring vast caverns of

sound as they rampage and waltz through a low-fi
landscape.
Part house-beat dance
party, part folk-song-transfixed teenager with guitar,
“Broken Social Scene” is
more sound track to a
movie than sound track to a
life. And while they will
garner devoted fans the
world over, very few of
their songs feel like
anthems of an instant as
much as backgrounds to an
instance. They aren’t really
in the business of recording
songs to sing along to. Their brand of music is some
form of audio interior decorating: slightly ignored
but well appreciated.
In “Ibi Dreams of Pavement” Kevin Drew’s

vocals echo over a grinding rhythm guitar and
haunting two note
Broken Social Scene
Courtesy of Amazon.com refrain. “I was shot in
the back and you were
there/You were there.”
In “Handjobs for
the Holidays” whispered vocals ooze like
marmalade over quasiwhimsical
keyboard
riffs and smoke-andmirror guitar work.
In all fairness the
latest Broken Social
Scene album should
come along with the
same instructions as the Ronco Showtime
Rotisserie: set it and forget it. Each of the 14 tracks
produced by David Newfeld, who was recently
beaten by New York city cops while trying to buy

narcotics, has a similarly haunting quality. And the
album can be played through in its entirety as the
catalyst for Sunday afternoon naps or Thursday
evening drinking sessions. But “I’m Still Your Fag”
and “Lover’s Spit,” which brought some sense of
easy replayability to “You Forgot it in People,”
don’t have equals on this latest LP.
And fans of the band will have to make do
with tracks like “Windsurfing Nation,” which pulsates along like an apartment dance party for a
minute and a half before opening into an art rockdriven melee of sound. Or “Swimmers,” which
finds Emily Haines crooning softly over a slow
waltzing guitar climb: “If you always wake up
you’ll never be on time.”
Upbeat and haphazard, the album is a solid
follow-up to their 2002 big-time debut, though it
will probably not enjoy the same level of success as
its predecessor. But that’s just because people are
fickle.

Getting Kinky on the trail of a serial killer in Texas
By MEREDITH LAGRONE
The Pan American
The Texas Renaissance man, Kinky
Friedman, is back with the last novel in his detective series, titled “Ten Little New Yorkers.”
Friedman’s list of credentials includes
gubernatorial candidate, author, singer/songwriter and owner of Utopia Rescue Ranch outside of Medina, Texas, a safe haven for stray animals.
He is a Texas native, currently campaigning
for a spot on the 2006 gubernatorial ballot. This,
the final chapter in his series of New York City
detective stories, was his effort at suspending his
writing career to take on the political world.
The book is typical Friedman. Most of the
Village Irregulars are back, and New York City
and the Texas hill country are both featured. The
series has been written over a period of 19 years,

with the first book, “Greenwich Killing Time,”
released in 1986.
Over the years, the character Kinky has
gone from cocaine snorting, hard drinking, marginally known country nightclub singer to wellknown, drug free, still hard drinking private
detective. Kinky-ites have seen a Kafka-esque
metamorphosis of the detective’s character
throughout his career.
The storylines have been pure Kinky: wellwritten but easily solved. This last effort, though,
leaves the reader guessing until the end. Kinky is
in pursuit of a serial killer in New York’s trendy
“Village,” where he and all of his friends reside,
hence their collective moniker: the Village
Irregulars. The killer seems to be targeting
abusers of women, and it’s up to the Jewish
Cowboy to step in and save the day once more.
The ending is completely unpredictable and

leaves the reader’s mouth gaping open after an
audible gasp.
The best feature of the book, as with all of
Friedman’s books, is the language and the writing. Friedman is a master of words. His witticisms casts a shadow over the actual story, and
one could get lost in the clever maze of
Kinkyisms. Readers have to be quick minded to
catch up with the speed of Friedman’s intellect.
Amazingly enough, Friedman has remained
under the celebrity radar. He is known by country singers from his former life as a country
singer. He is just now coming out of the woodwork with his campaign to be the next governor
of Texas. His slogan, “Why the hell not?” is a
tribute to his attitude. His ideas are middle of the
road; he’s running on the Independent ticket. His
focus is on education and “dewussifying” Texas.
Friedman’s books are a tribute to who he is

as a person. This one is no different. Even though
it starts out darker and more depressing than even
his Vandam Street loft (his cat has run away, and
it’s got him down in the dumps), it quickly jumps
into Kinky mode and becomes as entertaining
and lyrical as Friedman’s country tunes. The cat
comes back, and it is then and only then Kinky
decides to pursue the killer.
The book’s worth a read, if you’re into
Kinky. It’s been out since March 1, so it’s selling
a little cheaper, though it’s not in soft cover yet.
If nothing else, check it out to see the fabulous
mind of a candidate for the governor’s manse the
likes of which Texas has never seen. It’s a good
read for anyone who gets strange and intelligent
humor. Friedman’s novels will certainly be
missed by his longstanding fans, but they are
available for a whole new generation of readers
to discover and enjoy.

Depeche Mode: 25 years and still going strong
By KRISTINA GARCIA-CORRAL
The Pan American

ly be a hit single alongside “Precious.” Both are set
to highlight the album’s release.
After 25 years together, their music just keeps
Singer Dave Gahan’s voice still carries that
getting better.
classic and soothing Depeche Mode sound.
“Playing The Angel,” the latest ensemble “Precious” brings back rhythms of some of the
from Depeche Mode, is a faster paced attempt from band’s past hit singles like “Enjoy the Silence,” and
the band. Released Oct. 18, it is the band’s 11th still sounds fresh and modern.
album, and a follow-up to 2001’s “Exciter.”
“As always, the focal point is Gahan’s lush,
It’s no mystery why the band has been so suc- velvety vocals, which, 25 years into the band’s
cessful and will undoubtedly continue to be for as career, sound unchanged by time,” writes Jon
long as they produce their always evolving music. Zahlaway senior writer for liveDaily.
The track titled “John the Revelator” will most likeThree of the 12 tracks, “I Want It All,” “Suffer
Well,” and “Nothing’s
Impossible,” were written
by Gahan. They hold
great meaning to him and
where he is in his life.
Free of drugs and alcohol,
things have changed
tremendously in the lives
of the band members.
With a new outlook on
life, Gahan was ready to
make his mark. All three
Courtesy of www.depechemode.com songs are the first of their
25 YEARS OF MUSIC FOR THE MASSES - (Left to right) Andrew kind on any Depeche
Fletcher, David Gahan and Martin Goreine of Depeche Mode.
Mode album to date,

pushing this album over the edge.
It’s something a bit different, yet still the same
classic sound. While the sound remains upbeat, it
just gives off a soothing feeling. From songs like
“Just Can’t Get Enough,” to “People Are People,”
Depeche Mode has made a significant mark in the
music world; people will always dance to, listen to,
and remember their songs as classics.
The band’s North American arena tour began
Wednesday in Ft. Lauderdale. Over 500,000 tickets

had been sold prior to the start of the tour, and it is
safe to say that number will continue to rise as the
tour gets under way. The band will have shows in
Texas starting Monday, Nov. 7 in Houston at the
Toyota Center, Nov. 8 in Dallas’s American
Airlines Center, and Nov. 9 in San Antonio’s SBC
Center.
For more information about “Playing The
Angel,” the tour dates, and ticket prices, visit
www.depechemode.com.
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MARKETING continued from page 1
get across what’s real.”
Members of the committee are looking forward to the results of the survey. Thompson hopes
that a large turnout from the student body will
assist in creating the brand image the university
wants; similar processes have been done at other
Texas universities.
“If the students feel something is especially
strong about us, we want to play that up. If it’s
important to them, and we don’t know about it,
then we need to make sure everyone knows about
it,” Thompson stressed. “It might be why they
came here.”
However, the survey is just the beginning. The

group has its work cut out in the coming months as
they will be working on changing the perception of
UTPA as a regional university.
“We have to showcase what our strengths are so
that we can become a doctoral research university in
the future,” said Candi Roxas, chairman of the committee. “Also, we want to show government agencies what
our students can do and what they’re capable of.”
According to Roxas, only when the opinions of
the campus and community are known can officials
work to improve the university.
“A university, no matter how good you are, has
to be accessible to your main constituent group. We
have to make sure we cater to them and are respon-

sive to their needs,” she said.
One goal of the 40-member committee is to
spotlight those areas of the university that are on par
with some of the best schools statewide and nationwide.
“One of the things that we want to try to showcase is that we have pockets of excellence on campus. We haven’t been able to get out there and
announce it to the media,” said Roxas. “I think people are now recognizing that there are highly qualified programs at the university.”
The original roots of the brand-image project
began with the UTPA Foundation.
“The foundation kept saying that when they

Humanity for nine years and
has helped build 32 homes in
the Valley as a construction
crew leader.
“I feel Habitat is a good
investment to our community
that often has economically
disadvantaged families,” Vega
said. “There are a lot of homeless families in Valley and this
is a way to help these families.”
Vega’s added that he has
several motivations for continuing to volunteer with Habitat
for Humanity.
“My favorite part is seeing the house finished and knowing that within
days a family will be moving in and it’s a real big
part of their lives because they have never own a
home before,” Vega said.
And although Vega and Juan Ramon Santana

have some previous experience framing houses, many,
such as Irene Santana, have
no such training.
“Well, sometimes I
help my husband. At least I
can hammer nails,” she
said. “We’ve worked on
other houses, not just ours,
like my neighbor’s house,
which is almost finished.”
Vicky Abrego, a Bank
of America assistant manager from Aransas Pass,
also had limited experience
building a house but wanted
to contribute.
“I just feel it is important for everyone to
achieve their dream of owning a home,” Abrego
said. “It was tiring but well worth it just to see the
faces of the owners working with them and working together as a team to get these houses done.”

spoke to corporations, people didn’t know who
UTPA was or what we stood for. So, they wanted
us to help them create a brand image for the foundation,” Roxas explained. “We decided first, however, that we needed an image first for the university.”
That was over two years ago, when Miguel
Nevarez was still UTPA president. However, after
the arrival of Blandina Cardenas last fall, the project
went through a short hiatus, to allow her time to get
acquainted with new surroundings.
Cardenas and other university officials are now
spearheading the campaign, which is set to be
unveiled in fall 2006.

HABITAT continued from page 1
“We needed a total of 300 hours but the volunteers who came from Bank of America donated 150
hours to us so that we’d finish up quicker,” Juan
Ramon Santana said. “That means we still have
about
60
hours
left
to
finish.”
With the help of volunteers, by Thursday, three
houses were completely “dried-in,” meaning that if
it rains, the inside won’t get wet because all the
framing, roof, windows and doors have been
installed. According to crews, the houses are about
30 percent finished, and help is still needed to get
the job done.
“We have a program, Collegiate Build,
where college students come and build, frame,
or complete the inside of a house,” Crews said.
“They come and devote a week to work. I think
it would be a great opportunity for UTPA to say
to universities nationwide, ‘Yeah, we are complete. We participate in all aspects of our community.’”
Manuel Vega, a UTPA concurrent enrollment
assistant, has been volunteering with Habitat for

Claudette Gonzalez/The Pan American
BLESSINGS - Hidden within the walls of the
house, Habitat for Humanity volunteers have
scrawled blessings for the lucky owners.

PROPOSITION continued from page 1
group aimed at getting voters to vote “no” on
Proposition 2, has its own ideas about the purpose
of the highly debated, but sometimes misunderstood proposition
“It’s very redundant and…many people are
under the impression that it is to legalize same-sex
marriage,” said Giovanna De Leon, coordinator of
No Nonsense in November.
De Leon said it is quite the contrary. The
proposition would not legalize anything. In fact, it
may outlaw much more than people think.
“If you refer to the wording, [it says] that the
state will not recognize anything ‘identical or similar to marriage,’ this could affect, common-law
marriage, civil unions, domestic partnerships,” said
De Leon, a junior broadcast major at the University
of Texas-Pan American. “Therefore, any legal documents that any of these groups have, no matter
what kind of relationship you fall into, those documents will no longer be recognized.”
Bottom line, De Leon says the issue is about
how far government should be involved in making
moral decisions.
“It’s about government getting into people’s
personal lives, government telling people who and
who they can’t put into their wills and who they can
and can not chose as their power of attorney to
make medical decisions for them,” De Leon said.

“And some people don’t understand that. They
don’t know that part.”
Supporters of the amendment consider that
explanation illogical, saying that the amendment
means what it means, nothing more. According to
Hollis Rutledge, chairman of the Republican Party
for Hidalgo County, the wording of the proposition
was open for debate long ago.
“They had an opportunity to debate it before
their legislators; the legislator made a decision,”
Rutledge said. “This is the wording and it is now
placed on one of the propositions for the people of
Texas to make a decision.”
Rutledge also added that debate over the
amendment’s effects on other unions, such as
common-law marriages, should not be the topic of
discussion.
“I think that that is an issue that is not relevant, as far as I’m concerned, to the issue to the
most pertinent and the most important issue,”
Rutledge said. “The most important issue here is
the sanctity of marriage between a man and a
woman. Period.”
This idea of sanctity is yet another layer of
the complex debate. Many proponents of this
amendment say that they believe in preserving traditional heterosexual marriage for one very specific reason.

“I am against gay marriage because it is
against my religion,” said Chris Morales, a freshman mechanical engineering major. “Catholicism
views it that God made us the way we are for a
certain reason.”
Rutledge adds that traditional marriage
should be reinforced by the government.
“We need to preserve the sanctity of a man
and a woman and I think it precisely needs to be
defined by the legislature,” Rutledge said. “This
was not dreamed up by any one group.”
However, De Leon says that it was created by
one group – a coalition between the governor and
religious groups across Texas.
“When you have the governor of Texas having closed-door sessions with churches right
before all this started, that raises some eyebrows,”
De Leon said. “Where’s the division of church and
state?”
Hinojosa said the issue of same-sex marriage
itself may not be the only reason for legislators to
support the amendment. Some may be lending
their support for political reasons.
“People are doing this just to get re-elected,”
Hinojosa said. “I’m very disappointed that some
of the public officials are putting the party first,
our country second.”
Another group supporting Proposition 2 is

the Texas arm of the American White Knights of
the KKK. On Nov. 5, the group will be holding an
event described by members as a “Pro-Family
Values rally” in Austin. However, the group’s Web
site bills it as an “anti-homosexual marriage rally.”
This fact proves unsettling for De Leon.
“Who ever thought that the KKK and the
Church, I’m not saying they’ve come together, but
they’re on the same side,” De Leon said. “It makes
you wonder, ‘My God, what is this amendment
actually about?’”
Hinojosa believes that to understand what the
amendment means, we need only to look at history.
“In the past, we discriminated against women
because they were women, against blacks because
they were black, Hispanics because their skin was
brown, against Jews because they were Jewish,
and now against another group of human beings
because of their sexual orientation,” Hinojosa
said. “It is raw prejudice.”
Rutledge, however, says the decision, ultimately, rests with the people.
“The Legislature has obviously seen fit to
make sure that the will of the people prevails by
putting it to a vote,” Rutledge said. “So I think that
having the state Legislature put this specific
proposition to a vote is healthy.”
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continued from page 4

consisting of limestone, plaster, marble and, most
recently, metal.
Coronado is currently working on a series of
pieces focusing on motion, and hopes that within a
year or so, this series will be featured in his own art
show.
“I’ve seen a lot of artwork from a lot of different
people. I just want to carve my niche,” said the
artist.
ENFORCING THE LAW
Coronado had initially applied for work with the
McAllen and Edinburg police departments as well
as the Department of Public Safety, but found that
his timing wasn’t right. Opportunity, however,
struck when a position opened up at the university
police department.
“I don’t go around telling everyone about it,”
Coronado remarked. “People don’t usually recognize me and don’t find out I’m a police officer until
late in the semester.”
Coronado’s work in campus safety includes
security, parking, and the occasional ticket for
speeding.
“Doing this job, every day is an experience,”
Coronado said. “It’s been fun.”
FUTURE PLANS
After he graduates, Coronado plans to continue
work as an officer at UTPA, stating the possibility
of applying for the position of sergeant. He also will
continue art through competitions, art shows, and
his business.
“The law enforcement, I enjoy it,” Coronado
explained. “But sculpting is my out, as far as releasing stress. I could see myself at 70 years old still
doing stone work because it’s something I really
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enjoy.”
Currently working on his bachelor’s degree in
art education, Coronado is also exploring the possibility of pursuing a master’s at the University of
Texas-Austin and returning to teach at UTPA.
When Coronado isn’t working on his art or as a
police officer, he enjoys spending his time with his
family.
“What I try to do is to work graveyard, and I
always make sure that when my kids or wife are off,
that’s their time,” Coronado explained. “Sculpting
is what I do when I have time alone.”
Despite his many professional and artistic accolades, Coronado regards his family as his greatest
accomplishment.
“Holding on to family and making it strong is
the greatest reward,” he said fondly. “As far as
encouragement, my wife’s been my biggest supporter.”
Coronado’s wife, Blanca, believes that her husband’s job and studies have broadened the family’s
horizons.
“[Our family] has grown to love art and fully
understand when he misses the occasional soccer
game or choir performance due to work or because
he has to study for school,” she said. “Since my husband works in a university environment, it makes it
more accessible for him to obtain his degree. It
somehow creates a stronger commitment and desire
to succeed.”
Part of Coronado’s success depends on the
future, which he remains positive about saying that
he hopes his artwork will be in a book some day.
“It’s been a trip and there’s still a lot to go. I
need to get my degree by the time I’m 40.”

continued from page 3

general, they should not be afraid to ask a reference
librarian. That is what we are here for,” McDonald
said
Although open instructional sessions have been
canceled due to lack of student support, at a professor’s request, McDonald can arrange for an entire
class to receive instruction on how to search the databases.
With the unreliability of information on the
Internet, there is all the more reason for UTPA students to use the databases provided by the university.
“The databases are best place to get articles, full
text or citation,” McDonald said.
Joe Closner, graduate student of criminal justice,
says he has had a lot of experience researching

REGISTRATION

using the Internet and databases.
“I use the databases at least once a week. They
are useful and beat the old system of card catalogs.”
Closner said.
Elsa Osornio, junior political science major,
says though she uses the Internet for research, it has
been a while since she used the databases.
“I had some training on the Internet and database in my 1302 Rhetoric class, but not since
then.” Osornio said. “I think it’s a good idea to
brief and reacquaint students with how to search
the databases and the Internet in additional
research classes, because with as many classes as
students have to take, it is important to get updated as much as possible.”

continued from page 3

Another problem now of the past is student
questions on degree progress. Degree audits can
now be obtained online through ASSIST, giving a
list of all the classes the student has taken and those
still needed to complete their degree.
“The online degree audit is very helpful,” said
Dr. Mohammed Farooqui, chair of the biology
department. “The students can monitor their
progress as they go. If they have any questions, they
are advised to come and visit our faculty advisors or
me.”
But despite their intended purpose degree audits
can be a hindrance.
“Degree audits help in some cases, but personally in my experience they confuse students,” commented Lourdes Villarreal, adviser for the psychology department. “Our majors have come in with
degree audits showing all sorts of problems, until
we sit down and correct it. For example, students
who have completed the core curriculum at another
institution may have a degree audit which still
shows a deficiency in the completion of those
courses.”
But for the confused UTPA student, there is help
in the form of the new Academic Advising and

Mentoring Center. It gives students a one-on-one
contact with an adviser in their discipline, helping
them in their journey to higher learning.
“Quality advising is a priority for UTPA.
Students need good information to make informed
decisions about their academic career,” said Lisa
Blankenship, director of the counseling and advisement center.
Registration began Oct. 24 and will run through
Nov. 17. The student’s classification and the first
letter of their last name determine who registers
when. Advising is ongoing, so students interesting
in getting classes should consult their major department and meet with their adviser as soon as possible. The experts all agree registering early is a must.
“Classes fill up. If the student absolutely needs a
course, he or she should register ASAP,” said
Barbara Vielma, the undergraduate adviser for the
English Department. “Murphy’s Law: The course
you need to graduate is the course everyone signs
up for as an elective. So if you snooze you lose.”
For help maneuvering the tricky business of
spring registration contact the Academic Advising
and Mentoring center at 381-2529 or check with
your department adviser for more information.

Extended hours ease registration woes
Name of Office

Days open until
7 p.m.

Office contact
number

Student Financial Serviices

Mon-Thurs

381-2501

New Student and Visitor Services

Mon-Thurs

381-2999

Office of Undergraduate Admissions

Mon-Thurs

381-2482

Registrar Office

Mon-Thurs

381-2482

LAC/Advisement Center

Mon-Thurs

381-2201

Counseling Center

Mon-Thurs

381-2574

University Testing

Mon-Thurs

292-7585

Valley Outreach

Mon-Thurs

292-7597

Dean of Students

Mon-Thurs

381-2660

Student Life and Transition Services

Mon-Thurs

381-2659

Student Organizations

Mon-Thurs

381-2660

Student Union

Mon-Thurs

381-2660

Residence Life

Mon-Thurs

381-3439

Intramural Rec-Sports

Mon-Thurs

292-0839

Dean of Students Representative

Mon-Thurs

381-2660

Student Health

MWF

381-2511

Office of International Admissions and Services

Wednesday

381-2922

Registrar

Mon-Fri (opens at
7:30)

381-2209/01
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UTPA tennis returns from ITA Tournament
Steil, top performer for the Broncs
The University of Texas-Pan American men's and women's tennis teams traveled to
College Station last weekend to compete in the ITA Tournament hosted by Texas A&M
University, enjoying varied results.
Senior Oliver Steil won his first match and advanced to the round of 64. In the second
round of the main draw, Steil was defeated 6-1, 6-1 by third-seed Robert Searle from
Rice.
Newcomer Andrew Bost lost his first match, placing him in the consolation bracket. In
consolation action, he received a bye through the first and second rounds then defeated
Patrick Russ from Centenary 1-6, 6-3, 10-7. Bost dropped his next match 6-2, 6-0 against
Texas Tech's Michael Breier.
Fellow Broncs Nik Porter and Rehman Esmail both competed in the consolation bracket after dropping their opening matches. Porter dropped his first consolation match 6-0,
6-3 while Esmail dropped both his matches after not being able to finish due to illness.
In doubles action, Bost-Steil were knocked out by Diblasi-Rojmar from Texas Tech 8-4
while teammates Esmail-Porter were handed a 8-1 loss by Tulane's Goulet-Sottocorno
who reached the semifinals.
For the women, Silke Buksik dropped her initial match 6-1, 6-0 to the 16th-seed in the
tournament, Celine Vanweydeveld from the University of Louisiana-Lafayette. Buksik
then faced off against Melanie Brown from Prairie View A&M and dropped a 6-3, 6-4 decision. In her final match, Buksik fell to Teri Wilkerson 6-2, 6-3.
Maria de Bourqueney also faced a seeded opponent in SMU’s Kristen Reid, the sixth
seed, who defeated her 6-2, 6-1. De Bourqueney lost her next match 6-3, 6-2 but
bounced back to win her third match 6-2, 4-6, 10-7 against Sarah Reimer from the
University of Houston.
For the women in doubles action, Sheila Mabulac and Elysia Sloan teamed up in an 80 loss to the eighth-seeded duo from Baylor. Mabulac-Sloan were then defeated by the
Rambally twins from SMU. Buksik/de Bourqueney earned the 8-4 victory in their first
matchup against a duo from Texas A&M-Corpus Christi but were knocked out by the thirdseed duo from Baylor 8-2.
The Broncs are done for the fall while the Lady Broncs will be compete in San Antonio
at the UTSA Fall Tournament on Oct. 28-29.

Phillips earns Newcomer of the Week honors
Third straight award for Lady Bronc
For the third consecutive week and fourth time this season, volleyball freshman Kellie
Phillips was selected as the Independent Newcomer of the Week when the teams were
announced on Tuesday.
Phillips was the top offensive performer for the Lady Broncs as she collected 41 kills,
averaging 4.10 kills per game in three matches this past week. She also notched 35 digs,
averaging 3.50 digs per game. She posted a double-double (kills-digs) in two matches on
Saturday with 10 kills and 11 digs against Prairie View A&M followed by a team-high 18
kills and 16 digs versus TCU. She barely missed her seventh double-double against
Prairie View A&M as she recorded 13 kills and eight digs.
The Independent Player of the Week honors are selected by Sports Information
Directors from NCAA Division I Independent institutions.

Keating named Independent Runner of the Week
Keating honored for past week’s performance
Senior Westly Keating, no stranger to awards, was tabbed as the Independent Runner
of the Week on Friday.
Keating most recently competed in the Pre-Nationals meet in Terre Haute, Ind., hosted
by Indiana State University. He led a majority of the race and was overtaken near the end,
finishing in third place against some of the best competition in the nation.
Keating crossed the finish line with a time of 23:43 in the 8,000-meter race, the fastest
time in UTPA program history. The previous record of 24:14 was also held by Keating, set
in 2002.
The Independent Cross Country Runner of the Week award is selected by head coaches at NCAA Division I Independent institutions.

Finally curtains for 2005 Astros?
Game 4 close to end with White Sox in lead
HOUSTON - As the Pan American went to press Wednesday night, the most successful season in Houston Astros history appeared ready to close. Down 3-0 in the World
Series, the Astros surrendered a run to the Chicago White Sox in the eighth inning when
Jermaine Dye singled off Brad Lidge for a 1-0 lead.
The teams played shutout ball through seven innings as pitchers Brandon Backe of
Houston and Freddy Garcia of Chicago each fanned seven batters. But in the eighth
Lidge, one of the best relievers in the majors the past few years, faltered for the third time
in the four games so far. He was outstanding in the playoffs before the White Sox series.
The White Sox, whose last series appearance was 1959 and who have not won a title
since 1917, were tantalizingly close to wrapping up the championship in Texas.
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FOR THE RECORD
UTPA SPORTS

Volleyball

Cross Country

Texas Christian University Match
Saturday, Oct. 22 UTPA Field House
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNVERSITY DEF. UTPA
30-20, 30-20, 30-32, 30-29
UTPA: Kills, Kellie Phillips 18; assists, Chelsea
Blakely 44; digs, Chrissie Carrigan 26; aces,
Danielle Holthe 2.
Record: (7-14)
TCU: Kills, Anna Vaughn 20; assists, Nirelle
Hampton 51; digs, Talaya Whitfield 35; aces,
Anna Vaughn 3.
Record: (14-9)

Men’s
2005 schedule and results

Oct. 29 Independent Championships
Nov. 12 NCAA South Central Champs.
Nov. 22 NCAA Championships
Women’s
2005 schedule and results

Oct. 29 Independent Championships
Nov. 12 NCAA South Central Champs.
Nov. 22 NCAA Championships

Golf
Men’s
ORU Invitational Oct. 23-24
1. Oral Roberts
304 288 296 888
2. UMKC
302 295 302 899
3. Southern Illinois 295 304 307 906
4. Bradley Univ.
301 304 302 907
5. Loyola-Chicago 312 301 306 919
6. UTPA
314 306 301 921
Individual stats:
T7. Craig Berger
T16. Jeff Hensley
T32. Kyle Tudi
T39. Shane Pearce
T42. Colin Norris

78 76 70 224
77 76 74 227
82 77 78 237
78 84 79 241
81 77 85 245
Men’s

2005 schedule and results

Nov.

7 Battle of the Bend
Women’s
2005 schedule and results

Oct. 31 Pat Bradley Invit.
Nov. 7 Bronc Classic

Prairie View A&M Match
Saturday, Oct. 22 UTPA Field House
UTPA DEF. PRAIRIE VIEW A&M
30-15, 30-17, 30-21
UTPA: Kills, Danielle Holthe 10, Kellie Phillips 10,
Heather Bravo 10; assists, Chelsea Blakely 40;
digs, Chrissie Carrigan 16; aces, Chelsea Blakely
4. Record: (7-13)
PVAM: Kills, Crystal Stingler 7; assists, Litiana
Vakazausau 14; digs, milcah Whitaker 10.
Record: (11-13)
Prairie View A&M Match
Friday, Oct. 21 UTPA Field House
UTPA DEF. PRAIRIE VIEW A&M
30-15, 30-20, 35-33
UTPA: Kills, Danielle Holthe 15; assists, Chelsea
Blakely 47; digs, Chrissie Carrigan 16; aces,
Carrie Ermel 21; aces, Karen Lyons 4.
Record: (6-13)
PVAM: Kills, Sharla Cannon 9; assists, Litiana
Vakazausau 20; digs, Shannon Harrison 13; aces,
Crystal Stigler 1.
Record: (11-12)
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Hubbard designated new tennis coach Marketing Guru
By DARYL GONZALES
The Pan American

commented. “I have a lot of fond memories here.”
During his undergraduate days, Hubbard competed from 1974-78.
He recalls that when he first arrived, the team consisted of 13 players
The man who brought Robert Hubbard to The University of Texas- with full or partial scholarships. The season before the Baltimore
Pan American as a tennis prospect in the 1970s deserves a lot of credit native came, the squad went 3-19 after having lost their best players to
in hindsight, as the
the
professional
former Bronc star
spotlight.
became the latest
“So Coach (Dennis)
coach of the team
Conner recruited hard the
last week.
following season and we
While working
went 17-6, so in one
at
a
college
year’s time he turned
academy up north,
things around,” said
one of the coaches
Hubbard, who was a big
came
up
to
part of the reversal.
Hubbard and told
“So I’ve been part of
him that there was
the rebuilding as a player,
an opening at his
and as a coach I’ve also
alma mater.
done the rebuilding,” he
“I knew that it
said. “So it’s something
was the third time
that I’m confident that I
in three years they
can do here. It’s just
had an opening, and
going to take a little bit of
Mario Orta/The Pan American work.”
it was something
that caught my FINALLY - Former UTPA tennis standout Robert Hubbard returns to his alma mater after more
In 1978, Hubbard was
than 30 years to coach Bronc netters. The hiring comes after more than three months of searchinterest,” Hubbard
part of the Bronc team
ing for the next leader. The tennis teams have concluded their fall season.
said.
that reached the first topLast year his Goucher College squad finished 15-4 and was finished 10 ranking in program history. His skills got him an invitation to the
14th in the Atlantic South Region rankings, and that brought inquiries NCAA singles and doubles championships during his final two
from different schools.
seasons.
“Though none of them really tweaked my interest, I didn’t really
“It was a great experience that I had here, and during my senior we
feel any kind of connection to them, but I started considering the ranked as high as eighth in the nation,” he remembered. “Currently the
opening when I made contact with Scott Street,” said Hubbard.
program isn’t doing as well as it once did, and that really sparked up
“Who wouldn’t want to go back and coach for their alma mater?” he my interest in why that wasn’t occurring anymore.”
After his collegiate days, Hubbard turned
to the professional circuit where he was a
two-time U.S. Tennis Association national
champion and was selected to represent the
United States at the Italia Cup, a 35-and-over
Davis Cup-type competition.
He is also a certified coach by the USPTA
and a member of the Wilson National
Advisory Staff. He is a former member of
the board of directors of the USTA Player
Development Area Training Center.
A full turnaround in the program will not
be so easy, as the men’s team currently
consists of three seniors, one sophomore and
one freshman. So Hubbard said that he
would probably recruit some new guys for
the spring semester.
“Though it’s not always that easy to turn
things around so quickly, but it you’re really
aggressive in your recruiting and have a little
bit of luck, that can really turn things
around,” Hubbard said.
On the women’s side, there is a fairly
young squad with only have one senior. So
Hubbard possibly has solid years to mold
them into a championship-caliber Division I
team.
“When I started coaching up in Goucher
College, I inherited a program that was
probably mediocre at best,” he said. “The
levels of competition that I’ve been at
personally doesn’t really allow mediocrity to
sit well with me, I’m not into mediocrity.”
The new coach will have some time to
work out the kinks in the program, since
both squads will not heading into action until
the spring semester.

By JOEY GOMEZ
The Pan American
The Broncs now have a
powerful new ally who will
seek to change the face of
school spirit in the near
future.
Aimee Trantham, new
coordinator of athletic
marketing, said her job will
primarily involve drumming
up support for Bronc athletic
teams. Her ideas consist of
Aimee Trantham everything from painted
faces to students bringing
various signs as a show of support, all in the name of school
spirit.
“I think my main job, what I live to do mainly is to bring
more students to the games,” Trantham said. “To develop a
huge atmosphere at the games so people will want to come
back.”
Trantham arrives from Belmont University in Tennessee
where, in the past two years, a small part of her job included
organizing promotional packages for the Bruin basketball
teams. She brings along a degree in sports marketing and
recreation, and a master’s in sports administration.
Some of her accolades include serving as a supervisor for
school spirit teams, and student-athlete support groups. She
has also served on various committees for NCAA Division I
conference events.
Above all, Trantham said she utilizes a perfectionist’s
point of view when working to bolster student support.
“I like things to run smoothly,” Trantham said. “I like the
whole aspect of seeing the big picture and then breaking it
down into little things to make the big picture work. The way
my mind works, I work in themes w/ fog machines and
atmosphere and I see what I want it to be, I see this great
event and then I break it down”
A few of her ideas for the future include an ‘80s theme
night, numerous giveaways and a referee appreciation night
where the students have the opportunity to dress like officials.
Trantham said that step one is getting everything that she
wants to do organized. She said the first part of her job has
consisted of talking to students to see what they want at the
games. Bronc attendance has lagged in most sports, as many
students commute to the school and leave after classes are
over.
She said that many athletes have asked for students to be
more involved in “aggravating the opposing team”
“They (athletes) want everyone to make signs, or chant
‘evil things’ at opposing players to really get into the other
team’s head,” Trantham said. “Students want what every
college student wants, they want free stuff…movie passes,
restaurant certificates, stuff like that.”
Trantham said that as a result of starting late in the
semester, her ideas will be implemented to their full extent
with the beginning of the spring term.
“It will probably be a little slow this semester just because
I’m trying to get the hang of things,” she said. “But definitely
spring semester I’m going to hit it hard.
“I do want to do everything right now, I want to get started,
to get things going, but I have to take a step back and see what
other people are doing,” she added.“ I want to continue the
tradition that the students have, and the school has but
Trantham outlined some of her goals for the coming
semester.
“As many students involved in the game as possible and I
want them to have a good time,
“Get out there and yell and cheer. If athletes notice, if they
can see the difference and say ‘hey it was awesome to see all
those students out there,’ it makes a difference.”
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Lady golfers traditionally on fire for annual Bronc Classic
By JOEY GOMEZ
The Pan American

“There are some of the same
thought processes. Except this
year we’re looking to break 295.
This year all teams are equal
(so) it will really be the heat of
the moment.”

The UTPA Lady Broncs have had a month to prepare for their
only home golf tournament of the season, and the third annual
Lady Bronc Classic at Los Lagos taking place on Nov. 7-8 is the
highlight of the season for a variety of reasons.
Historically speaking, UTPA teams have placed no lower than
fourth since the Classic began in 2003. The team currently has
three veterans from that era. Nikki Boychuk, Daniela Cortes and
Stefanie Maynard have played through many tournaments with
the program and continue to notch accolades.
At this time last year the Lady Bronc Classic proved to the
definitive punctuation mark of the fall season. It capped a
spectacular finish, with the linksters capturing a second
consecutive tournament championship following the Sam
Houston State Invitational in San Angelo. The tourney was also
a cornerstone for women’s golf as the team broke 300 for the
first time on Nov. 9.
“There are some of the same thought processes,” coach Barb
Odale said. “Except this year we’re looking to break 295. This
year all teams are equal (so) it will really be the heat of the
moment.”
As is to be expected, it’s the team’s veterans who continue to
lead the way for the newer crop of Bronc swingers.
Maynard took home her fourth individual championship at the
LBC last year, as part of a successful spring campaign that saw
her capture her third National Minority Championship, AllIndependent first team honors, and the fourth best stroke
percentage among all Division I Independent women (76.7).
More recently, however, Maynard returns from a third-place
performance at the ORU Shootout shooting 228 (78-76-74) on
Oct. 4. She now has eight consecutive top-10 finishes since last

-Barb Odale
Women’s golf coach
spring.
Nikki Boychuk also placed in the top-10 at ORU finishing
ninth with a score of 231 (79-74-78).
“We (the team) have really come together,” Boychuk said.
“We know the course (Los Lagos) well.”
The senior from Conroe has had a solid career on the golf
course for UTPA following closely behind teammate Maynard
for most of the way. She earned runner-up at the National
Minority Championship, ranked third in stroke average (79.0),
and finished seventh overall at last year’s Bronc Classic with a
season-best three-round total of 229.
Boychuk ranks second on the team so far this season with a
77.0 stroke average, along with a low round 73 after three
tournaments.
Not to be outdone by her teammates, senior Cortes rounds out
the top three lady golfers on the team. The native of
Aguascalientes, Mexico, enters the Bronc Classic with a 78.8
average, and a 74 lowest round, following 3 tournaments.
“The whole team will play in this one,” Odale said. “
(Melissa) Uriegas and (Natalie) Haime will compete in
individual play.
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Hometown Lady Broncs keep running

By JOEY HINOJOSA
The Pan American
Junior Karla Hernandez and freshman Rose Escovedo came into the
2005 cross country season looking to improve on their previous athletic
endeavors. The two Edinburg natives are hoping they can help their team
do well at the upcoming NCAA South Central Championships in Waco
Nov. 12.
Cross Country assistant coach Brian Cunningham is excited about the
Lady Broncs’ progress.
“Rose has really started to grow into training. She came in a little bit
raw and has really worked hard and started coming around. She is pretty
talented, works hard and that means big things for the future,” said
Cunningham. “Karla prepared well this summer and has been running
pretty consistently. I’m excited to see how she does at the next race. Her
training has been going really well.”
Both young women started out distance running long before their
collegiate days.
Escovedo said that she became interested in running when she was in
the third grade when her teacher motivated her to pursue the sport.
“He’d call me little Jackie Joyner,” said Escovedo of her third-grade
teacher. “I liked running and eventually I tried out for the junior high team.
I was one of the top girls on my team and then I just kept going.”
During her time at Edinburg North High School, Escovedo was named
cross country Most Valuable Performer four times. The former Lady
Cougar says she is still adjusting to the collegiate level.
“Starting was a big thing for me,” said the freshman. “The girls tell me
that I’m doing OK, but I know that I feel like I’m capable of doing better.”
When it comes to motivation Escovedo said her family and faith in
God keep her going.

“My mom has always told me that I can do it and to trust in God, so
every time I run the first thing that I do is pray,” said the distance runner.
Escovedo also said that the adrenaline rush is something she enjoys
about the sport.
“If I don’t hurt then I know I’m not doing my job. It’s really fun to
compete against girls that I never thought I had a chance to compete
against,” added the Edinburg native.
Hernandez began her distance career in high school, was a three-time
regional qualifier, and competed at the state meet in her junior year.
Now as a junior at UTPA, Hernandez looks to continue to improve with
every race she runs.
“I think I’ve been doing all right,” said Hernandez. “I want to run faster,
that’s what I’m expecting to do, but so far I’ve been doing well. I’ve
improved from last year and that’s a plus, but I just want to keep
improving.”
The former Edinburg High Lady Bobcat said the best part about cross
country is the competition and camaraderie she has developed with her
teammates.
“I like to compete and be with my friends, especially some of the girls,”
said the junior. “We’ve been here together for three years, and I have fun
doing this, so that’s why I keep running.”
The cross country Independent Championships took place Oct. 29 in
Corpus Christi, Texas, with both UTPA squads finishing in sixth place out
of nine teams.
“I thought Independent was a very positive step for us in racing,” said
Cunningham. “The results may not have shown in some of the individual
gains that we’ve made, but a number of them had personal records over
that course, so I was really pleased with how we raced.”
One of those personal bests on the Texas A&M-Corpus Christi course

Photos by Delisa Guadarrama/ The Pan American
HOMETOWN HEROES - Edinburg’s own Rose Escovedo, left, and
Karla Hernandez are two hometown racers on the team.

came from Hernandez. The junior came in 32nd overall with a time of
18:33.68.
“Karla did a great job of putting herself into position early, and she ran
27 seconds faster than she ever has there,” said Cunningham. “She did a
great job of working hard in the middle of the race.”
Escovedo placed 41st overall with a time of 18:54.21 in her fourth
collegiate race.
“She did a very good job on Saturday of racing in the middle of the race
as well,” said Cunningham. “I think she is maturing very well as a racer,
especially in her first collegiate season in cross country.”
According to Cunningham, he is looking for everyone to work on
closing down on the last mile of the race.
The UTPA men’s and women’s teams will each be sending seven
players to the South Central Championships, including Escovedo and
Hernandez.

Team vs. Team: Latest on Edinburg baseball debacle
By DARYL GONZALES
The Pan American
The Edinburg Roadrunner baseball team finished last season under
first-year field manager Vince Moore by exiting the second round of
the Central Baseball League playoffs. It was a performance that fell
short of what Roadrunners fans have become accustomed to. But that
was just the beginning of seemingly bad news for the local ballclub.
After the end of the Roadrunners season, the City of Edinburg
apparently decided that it had had enough with the organization and
moved in a different direction. Preseason debts that the organization
owed the city and other factors seemed to finally catch up with them
in the end. Now it appears the Roadrunners will play on, in a different
league, while another Edinburg team inhabits the Edinburg Baseball
Stadium. Their former manager, Moore, has jumped to the new
league.

The United Baseball League made a proposal to the city to bring a
new team to town. The league is run by the former owners of the
Texas-Louisiana League that once contained the Roadrunners and The
Rio Grande Valley White Wings in Harlingen.
“As far as the business side of it, I don’t know what is going on,”
Moore commented on issues pertaining to his former employer. He
went from the Roadrunners to the new team, which is still nameless,
and reported that the organization plans on letting locals decide
through a fan poll. The former Roadrunners’ outfielder added that the
new group still doesn’t have a general manager.
Moore said that all he knows for sure is that he is going to coach
the new squad, and he hopes to entice some former Roadrunners to
join him, especially the Valley natives who are popular with area fans.
“It is definitely one of my plans to get some of my old players back
from last year’s squad on to the new one,” Moore said. “If those guys
want to come back, I would like to bring a lot of those guys back. I

especially want to get the local cats such as Eric Gonzalez and Julio
Ruiz.”
The Edinburg Roadrunner organization is still fighting the city in
court with no definitive outcome as of press time. Reports speculate
that the City Council unlawfully terminated the contract, and at least
one person remains involved in efforts on behalf of the ‘Runners.
Moore said his involvement with the new organization suits former
GM Chad Tredaway just fine .
“Oh yeah, I talk to him all the time, he and I are best of friends,”
said Moore. “Chad knows my situation and he knows what I’m all
about, plus he understands the decision that I made didn’t have to do
with being a traitor of the old squad. He knows that this is a business
and I have to look out for my family as well.”
Moore said that he will be in the Valley intermittently during the
off-season, and he is certain that he will be back for good in April for
preseason training camp.

